The Z9 has a **two-pump, two-drive** system. We run ‘em all day long and have never had any issues with them temperature-wise, even here in Dallas.”

**Marty Glenn**
President
Greener Pastures
Dallas, Texas

Get three years deferred warranty on any new Ztrak PRO 900**

Landscape pros like Marty know that only the Z9 has a unique cross-porting system that routes the coolest hydraulic fluid to the hydraulic pump doing the most work. So even in the legendary Texas heat, Marty’s crews can keep mowing all day long. And there are the other legendary benefits of a Ztrak PRO 900: the 7-Iron PRO Mulch On Demand deck, superior controllability, and exceptional ease of use.

Marty Glenn accepts nothing less than the Ztrak PRO 900 for his business. Ask your local dealer what it can do for yours.

**Accept Nothing Less**

* Offer ends February 29, 2012. Subject to approved credit on John Deere Financial Installment Plan. For commercial use only. Prior purchases not eligible. Available at participating dealers in the U.S. only.
**Warranty does not include normal wear and tear.